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Abstract: This paper is part of an ampler study on 
communication concerning students’ self-
portraying. In this paper we shall only refer to three 
factors resulting in interpersonal choices: 
similarity, proximity, and anxiety. We have used the 
index of self-esteem psychological investigation 
questionnaire to assess the way students self-portray 
themselves. This questionnaire was applied on 160 
students from technical and humanities profiles, 
whose results are synthesised in tables and graphs. 
 
 
 
 

Rezumat: Lucrarea de faţă face parte dintr-un 
studiu mai amplu privind comunicarea, având 
drept filtru imaginea despre sine la studenţi. Aici 
ne referim doar la trei factori care determină 
alegerile interpersonale: similaritatea, 
proximitatea şi anxietatea. A fost utilizat 
chestionarul de investigare psihologică I.S.E. 
pentru aprecierea imaginii de sine a subiecţilor în 
alegerile lor interpersonale. Instrumentul a fost 
aplicat unui număr de 160 de studenţi de la 
facultăţi cu profil tehnic şi umanist, iar rezultatele 
apar concretizate în tabelele şi graficele din 
lucrare. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 Inter-personal perception results in any communicator in a certain inter-personal 
attitude materialising in choice or avoidance. The most important element in choosing one’s 
communicator is proximity or physical and psychological closeness. Other criteria of 
communication inter-personal choice are similarity and anxiety. These criteria are based on 
self-portrayal, which results in different communication attitudes.  
 Physical closeness tends to produce attraction, says a group of theories based on the 
assumption that human beings have a strong psychological need for consistency. They need 
their beliefs, attitudes, feelings, and values to fit them and thus maintain consistency or 
develop it where it does not exist. Each theory has its own: one of them names this tendency as 
a need for ‘balance’, another one as ‘congruence’, and another one as ‘consonance’. 
 Newcomb suggests that social behaviour phenomena should be studied rather as 
‘communication acts’ than as ‘interactions’. He shows that the process of ‘communication’ is a 
way to maintain balance of ‘symmetry’. He defines the simplest communication act as a 
strategy in which a person A sends information to a person B about a certain object X. When A 
and B have similar attitudes or attractions to X, their relationship is a symmetrical one, 
otherwise it is an asymmetrical one. 
 There is need for balanced relationships as: 

a) a better agreement makes the other person’s behaviour easier to predict; 
b) the more similar A and B’s attitudes are, the more confident they become, as their 

points of view are validated. Newcomb shows that communication acts resulting 
in an increase of symmetry are more likely to be rewarded and that symmetry has 
a secondary reward value. 
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c) Experimental research shows that it is encouraging and rewarding to have mutual 
feelings for a person. But though esteem produces mutual pleasure and acts as a 
positive enhancement, it is more efficient in producing mutual pleasure if it 
identifies with each individual’s self-portrait.  

 Another perspective in inter-personal choice is that of Wirech and his theory of need 
complementariness that seems to contradict previous discoveries. He shows that both in 
choosing partners and in friendship we are attracted to persons that are likely to answer our 
needs and that the greatest mutual satisfaction is when the partners have complementary needs 
than when they have similar needs. 
 Situation is one of the conditions resulting in a certain reward that we get from other 
people and, therefore, in the choice we make. Situation can alter standards in choosing 
receivers in our attempts to communicate. There are three types of situations that have this 
effect: Schorhter’s experiment shows that situations resulting in anxiety can increase the need 
for affiliation and changes inter-personal choice criterion. Walster shows that when self-esteem 
has been recently felled the need for affiliation and receptiveness of others’ affection increases 
with implicit decrease of our expectance level. Other researchers found that the more we are 
deprived of possible rewards from human interactions, the more receptive we become to such 
rewards. Thus, the third factor influencing communicator choice is his/her degree of isolation. 
Being deprived of social encouragement, the strong need for interaction with other people 
tends to alter inter-relationship standards in each communicator. 
 Self-centred thoughts are a fundamental element in the appearance and development 
of anxiety. The individual searches carefully the environment selecting everything that is 
related to him/her (be it opinion or action). Numerous researches pointed out the importance of 
self-knowledge (Barason, Schwarzer, and Wine). Anxious people can be characterised as being 
excessively self-centred and are thus distracted from the present duties, which results in lower 
performances. They are preoccupied with their own defaults or lacks, with their more or less 
menacing pretences, with potential dangers. If moving attention from duty to oneself is a basic 
feature of anxiety, then measuring it must be properly reconceptualised. 
 Self-awareness or psychical self-centring is an important variable. Buss (1980) makes 
the distinction between personal, private, and public awareness. Personal awareness is when 
the individual is analyzing himself, when he investigates his own feelings and inner attitudes, 
when he meditates on his own identity. Public awareness is when the individual feels he is 
being observed and assessed by the others. This feeling leads to the concern of gorging a 
proper public image. 
 Self awareness as a psychological state differs from self-consciousness as mood. This 
distinction has implications in self-representation and in social anxiety. As a feature, a high 
degree of self-consciousness makes the person direct to a high frequency of self-centring. 
Understood as such, self-centring can be induced, if one has a mirror or any other technical 
mean supplying feed-back for the voice, the mimicry, or the behaviour of someone. It can also 
be induced naturally by stimulating anxiety. The person thus perceives somatic changes of his 
own body such as a higher pulse, a blush in the face, perspiration, etc., which repositions 
attention towards the inner side. Self-centring is often put into contrast with focusing on duty, 
implying that the direction of attention is determined mainly by persistency and the need to 
achieve it. Nevertheless, self-centring leads to abortion of action and results in a subjective 
assessment of results. They claim the existence of a ‘delimitating world’ linked to the content 
of self-centred attention which helps making the difference between a group with positive 
expectancies spending more effort, being more perseverant, and being more successful, and a 
group with negative expectancies, that withdraws in front of a duty, as it is concerned with 
self-diminishing meditation. 
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 Bandura adds the problem of expecting self efficiency that appears itself as a 
cognitive element with direct effects on anxiety appearance. Thus, in a situation that produces 
fear, anxiousness, persons with low efficiency because of their defaults and personal lacks 
suggest failure scenarios, moving their attention from the situation to bad consequences. Those 
that have a low efficiency are not affected by personal fears, and successful scenarios they 
suggest make possible the efficient use of their capacity of solving situations in a direct 
manner. Insufficient self-knowledge is correlated to different problems related to self-esteem. 
This can reflect in different degrees of over-esteem or under-esteem, and finally in a 
deterioration of the expectance of one’s efficiency that influences the choice of the duty and 
the perseverance in achieving it.  

 
MATERIAL AND METHOD 

 We have used the projected questionnaire in order to be able to assess self-image and 
subsequently significant differences that can determine certain appreciations on students’ inter-
personal choices. The self-esteem index was developed by Walter W. Hudson to quantify self-
esteem appreciation. It is a scale of 25 elements for the measuring of the degree, sincerity, or 
size of the problem of a subject in the field of self-appreciation. Self-esteem is considered an 
assessment component part within the concept of self. The questionnaire is written in an 
accessible language, easy to apply, and allowing a clear interpretation. As the problems related 
to self-esteem are the main elements within social and psychological matters, including inter-
human communication and inter-personal choice, this instrument is also used in the solving of 
a series of clinical problems. The only impediment of this questionnaire is that it cannot be 
applied to people below 12 years of age. Thus, it has an excellent internal consistency (average 
alpha 0.93) and stability in a testing-retesting activity of 0.92. 
  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 Sampling. The 160 tested students were divided into two groups, after the profile of 
the academic institution (technical or humanities). Students’ choice was random. The 
percentage of male subjects in the first group (the technical one) is 60%, and in the second 
group (humanities) 21%. The age average of the two groups is 25.4 in the technical profile and 
24.7 in the humanities one.  
 All the students were tested at times that did not coincide with exams or other events 
that could have influenced the results of the tests for the domain.  
 The subjects’ attitude in front of the questionnaires was curiosity and interest, as they 
were not compelled to take part in it. In students of the humanities profile we noticed a weaker 
motivation in participating. 
 Interpretation of the results. Results of the application of the self-esteem index were 
as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 
 

Results of the application of the self-esteem index 
 

Groups Standard 
value Average  Standard 

abatement  Frequency  

Technical profile 25-35 45 7 
- 90% problematic, negative self-
evaluation 
- 10% good self-appreciation  

Socio-humanities 
profile  25-35 38,8 6,1 

- 60% problematic, negative self-
evaluation  
- 40% good self-appreciation  
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Figure 1. Self-perception in the two groups 

 
CONCLUSIONS 

 Comparatively, there are significant differences between the two samples we tested 
with the help of the self-esteem index. 
 In general, results lead to the idea of a high level of uncertainty, an insufficient self-
knowledge. Tested students have a low self-esteem, particularly students in humanities. This 
shows that self-portrayal is not well defined or conformed to psychological studies, and proves 
the existence of perfecting trends among the population that has a certain valuable status in 
society, with ever higher aspirations doubled by an ever decreasing self-esteem (students, 
intellectuals). We can assume that because of a low self-esteem the need for affiliation and 
receptiveness to others’ affection increases, and with it the need for communication. 
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